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Absent

Agenda points Key issues/Action points Follow up Priority

Welcome & intro Today SAG meeting will be focusing on the GPM agenda/organisation

FSC partners meeting

Background: as per last year positive experience, the GPM will be rolled out in three half-days: the Survey filled by gFSC partners has given  good 

indications on contents/structure of the meeting (includnig virtual half-day approach) so that Agenda and meeting's organisatrion are following these 

suggestions. 

Julie Mayans and Thomas Olhom have volunteered to support the gFSC in developing the Agenda, sessions, and thematic areas: the agenda is reviewed 

by the entire SAG

Website is ready and can be fund here: https://fscluster.org/gpm21/  (more contents will be uploaded and live streaming will be ensured during the 

GPM)

Follow up on Agenda contents for the GPM  and finalisation plan (thanks Thomas, Julie for supporting)

- Joanne confirmed her availability for chairing on day-1 and Julie on day-2

- Presentations and Agenda almost finalised: Joanne to check with Save the Children on AA presentation

- Julie to check the availability of URD group and UNOCHA/NEAT+ presentation

- Davide to check on all PPTs, and organise the breakout rooms

- Breakout rooms on day-2 are cancelled since we do have two additional presentations  (WHH + IFRC) and (NEAT+ and URD), to double check South 

Sudan presentation

- Day-3 of the GPM will be dedicated to the WGs: each WG will discuss about the Anticipatory Action/Environmental issues according to its technical 

Joanna, Davide, Julie, Abdul 

Majid, Naouar
high

New SAG members
Message sent, and also reminder. Message on behalf of the SAG for the most active NGOs also shared

done
high

NEXT MEETING
November 21 - it is requested that at the next SAG meeting ( that will be dedicated to the GPM finalisation) the outgoing members would kindly share 

their experience of being part of the SAG, advices, and any feedback that can be constructive for all members

Paul, Thomas, will share their 

view high

Naouar Labidi (gFSC), Abdul Majid Khan (gFSC) Paul Kinuthia (WVI), Thomas Ølholm (NRC),  Joanne Grace, (SCI) ; Davide Rossi (gFSC)

Ilaria Dettori (WFP), Alberto Bigi, Julie Mayans


